
is a Southern California company that was 

founded by a group of custom integration 

industry leaders with a long history of creating 

many of the most iconic architectural audio 

products for some of the best-known brands in 

the industry. Seeking to push the envelope even 

further, these leaders partnered to create a 

diverse line of custom integration products that 

feature savvy design and clever technology to 

fulfill the day-to-day installation needs of top 

integrators across the U.S. and the world.

The DaVinci Group products are sold under the 

TDG Audio, Vanguard Dynamics, and Blue Aura 

brand names.



Products bearing the 
TDG Audio brand 

are a creative mix of our best engineering, 

technology, and features - coupled with realistic, 

real-world pricing - yielding an unmatched blend 

of both performance and value. The DaVinci 

Group engineers really outdid themselves, 

drawing upon a collective decades of experience to 

deliver better sounding, easier installing, longer 

lasting products upon which integrators can 

confidently hang their reputations. 

And in the unlikely event that there ever is an issue 

with a TDG Audio product, the company firmly 

stands their line with the industry's most 

comprehensive coverage - a full LIFETIME 

WARRANTY on most models. 

Architectual Speakers

www.TDGAudio.com

In Ceiling Speakers

In Wall Speakers

Outdoor Speakers
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TDG Technology

STT™ Stereo Tweeter Technology
A world first! We are the only speaker company to 

utilize this technology. Normal stereo in one 

speaker technologies use two tweeters placed close 

together to deliver the left and right signals from 

the source. This configuration causes compression 

and distortion in the music as waves from each 

tweeter interact with the other. Stereo Tweeter 

Technology utilizes a carefully designed dual voice 

coil tweeter that assures better acoustic delivery 

and low distortion thereby providing a more 

musical experience.

Never Rust™ Grilles 
Each of our steel speaker grills are zinc coated 

before powder coating is applied. This assures 

maximum long term resistance to rust.

EZ Hold Tweeter Bridge
Recognizing the difficulties of installing speakers 

while on ladders In-Ceiling speakers are designed 

with a tweeter bridge that can be held in one hand 

to securely hold the speaker while climbing ladders 

and during installation.

Weatherized Crossovers
All outdoor and many TDG Audio speakers utilize a 

proprietary weatherized process to protect the 

speaker and its components from the damages of 

high moisture environments.
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Vanguard Dynamics
is one of The DaVinci Group's most popular 

brands. Stripping away non-essential features 

and focusing on superior core performance 

technologies, the company passes the cost 

savings on to the customer, resulting in Vanguard 

Dynamics being considered by many integrators 

as the best value in the industry today.

Not only offering an essential architectural 

speaker line-up, Vanguard Dynamics has built an 

enviable reputation as a supplier of superior 

grade custom integration electronics products as 

well. Products such as robust multi-zone 

amplifiers, high-quality speaker switchers for 

reliable zone routing, in-wall volume controls, 

and other accessories have become staples for 

quality-conscious integrators.

www.VanguardDynamics.com

DA12050 DA2125

DA8050 DA2050


